SURGICAL TREATMENT OUTCOME OF AMNIOTIC BAND SYNDROME (ABS) INVOLVING THE FINGER AND LEG WITH INFECTION OF A FOUR-MONTHS MALE CHILD: A CASE REPORT
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ABSTRACT

Amniotic band syndrome is an uncommon congenital disorder without any genetic or hereditary predisposition factor. It involves fetal entrapment in strands of amniotic tissue and causes an array of deletions and deformations. The aim of this article was to report surgical treatment outcome of amniotic band syndrome finger and infected intrauterine leg amputation. A case of four months male child with complaint of incomplete formation and constricting band on his left leg was reported. On the stump of left leg initially there was a small lump. Over time the size of the stump grew bigger and infected wound appeared. Other deformities were constricting band on proximal phalanx of the middle finger of left hand, acrosyndactyly of first and second toe of right foot and congenital scrotalis hernia. We performed a release surgery of constriction ring band of proximal phalanx of the middle finger of left hand with z-plasty incision and below knee amputation for left leg. We followed up patient in one year after operation. The patient complained no pain and no sign of infection. Patient could walk normally and independently with good activity daily living. We concluded that procedure with z-plasty incision had good result and avoided morbidity. Below knee amputation procedure and application of suitable prosthesis provided satisfying outcome on patient activity daily living and ambulation.
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INTRODUCTION

Amniotic band syndrome is a genetic disorder that involves fetal entrapment of the amniotic tissue strand and causes various deletions and deformations. This disorder rarely occurs without genetic dissociation or heredity (Shetty et al., 2013). It is also known as Amniotic Deformity, Adhesions, Mutilations (ADAM) complex, amnion ruptur sequence, amniotic band sequence, Streeter's dysplasia, congenital constriction bands, congenital band syndrome, and pseudoainhum. This entrapments of fetal body parts by the intrauterine band in ADAM complex causes malformations by diminishing the blood supplies to the affected organs (Sharma et al., 2015).

Constriction band syndrome (CBS) and amniotic band sequence are the terms applied to a wide range of congenital anomalies, most typically limb and digital amputations and constriction rings which occur in association with fibrous bands. These classic CBS birth defects represent disruptions, and do not occur along the known lines of embryologic development. CBS is also characterized by major anomalies of the craniofacial region and body wall complex (Koskimies et al., 2015).

Two pathogenesis theories have been put forward. The first one is the exogenous theory, it proposes that the early partial rupture of the amniotic sac leads to fibrous bands; these fibrous bands float in the amniotic fluid and can encircle and trap a part of the fetus. These act as constricting bands as the fetus grows, causing reduced blood circulation, which can lead to autoamputation of a digit or limb in utero. In some cases, it leads to necrosis that requires surgical amputation following birth. The second theory is endogenous theory that suggest the tissue vascular supply disturbance (Shetty et al., 2013).

Patterson developed a useful classification for the extent of banding: first is simple constriction ring, second is constriction ring with deformity of the distal part, third is constriction with fusion of distal parts (acrosyndactyly), and fourth is complete intrauterine amputation (Ho, 2014).

Pieces of amnion and other material can be found in the depth of some clefts encircling and strangulating the digits. After the initial trauma, the defect heals and resulting cleft may be superficial and involve only on skin and part of the subcutaneous tissue, or it may involve veins, nerves, and arteries. Fusions of bone and
skin may develop. Neurologic deficits distal to these deep clefts may be severe. Occasionally, even the bone can be involved, and abnormalities of the tibia may occur in association with the band (Ho, 2014).

**CASE REPORT**

A four-months male child came with his mother to pediatric orthopaedic clinic with complaint of swollen amputation stump of left leg and constricting band on his leg (Figure 2). On the stump of left leg initially was a small lump. Over time the size of the stump got bigger than its first appearance, and wound with pus appeared. Other deformities were constricting band on proximal phalanx of middle finger of left hand (Figure 1), acrosyndactyly of first and second toes of right foot (Figure 9), and congenital scrotalis hernia since birth. There was no history of trauma before.

![Figure 1. Constricting band on proximal phalanx of middle finger of left hand (red arrow)](image1)

Figure 2. Amputation of left leg and constricting band.

Physical examination of the left hand showed constriction band on proximal phalanx of left hand with skin intact, redness, swelling, there was no neurovascular disturbance, CRT < 2 seconds, ROM of middle finger was limited. The left cruris showed amputated stump of left leg, swelling, redness, with wound size 2 cm x 4 cm, irregular border with pus. There was tenderness and we could not evaluate the neurovascular disturbance. X-ray of left hand AP and oblique showed normal bone structure of all digits. (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. X-ray of left manus AP and oblique](image3)

X-ray of left cruris AP lateral showed amputated tibia one third proximal and signs of soft tissue swelling in distal part (Figure 4).
We diagnosed the patient with multiple anomaly, constriction ring band of proximal phalanx of middle finger of left hand, amputation of left leg, constriction ring band of left leg, acrosyndactyly of first and second toes of right foot and congenital scrotalis hernia. Surgery was performed for the orthopaedic problem.

We performed below knee amputation for left leg and a release surgery of constriction ring band of proximal phalanx of middle finger of left hand (Figure 5).

Patient’s follow up after 1 month following operation revealed good outcome. The wound was healed, there was no pus and sign of infection. Three months follow up showed that the stump was in good condition and good shape which was suitable and ready for prosthesis fitting (Figure 7). The wound at proximal phalanx of middle finger of left hand was also in a good condition, viable, and well functioned (Figure 8). In twelve months follow up, the patient was able to walk and use his hand well, there was no complain or any restriction on his activity daily living (Figure 9).
DISCUSSION

Amniotic band syndrome is a rare condition that can present with many clinical features, of which the major three components are circumferential transverse bands, acrosyndactyly, and terminal amputations (Weinstein and Flynn, 2014).

The international standard nomenclature for congenital limb deficiencies can help guide the initial assessment of Congenital Limb Deficiencies Disorders (CLLD) by dividing limb deficiencies into two types: longitudinal and transverse. In longitudinal deficiencies, there is a reduction or absence within the long axis of the limb and these deficiencies are often part of a more complex syndrome. Transverse limb deficiencies, as in this case, are defined as having a developmentally normal limb until a specific transverse plane is reached, with absent or dysmorphic limb features distal to that plane (Malone and Goodine, 2018).

Commonly, transverse limb deficiencies result from amniotic banding within the amniotic sac, which occurs when the amnion layer of the placenta ruptures and separates from the chorion, producing fibrous strands that entangle and compromise blood flow in affected extremities (Malone and Goodine, 2018). This
patient’s left hand, according to Patterson classification, is included in the first type, simple constriction ring. For the left leg, it is the fourth type in which complete intrauterine amputation occurs. The intrauterine constrictions are asymmetric with distal atrophy or amputation, pseudosyndactyly, lymphedema and clubfoot, in addition to severe craniofacial, visceral and trunk deformations (Herrera et al., 2018).

We performed a release surgery of congenital constriction bands because the limb or digit had vascular compromise. As well as in previous study (Ho, 2014; Weinstein and Flynn, 2014), the procedure should be performed through a dorsal incision releasing the band rather than a more aggressive Z-plasty or circumferential excision. Often the digit will not be salvageable; however, it will declare itself over time and definitive treatment (often amputation) can then be performed (Weinstein and Flynn, 2014). We performed amputation of the left leg because the bone at the distal part of the leg were missing. As described in Weinstein and Flynn (2014), deep constriction bands that extend down to the deep fascia and sometimes beyond can cause vascular and neurologic compromise. The limb distal to the constriction can be very edematous due to the lymphedema and venous engorgement making vascular assessment difficult.

Orthopaedic management of ABS starts after birth and it is focused on decompression of nerves, vessels, and muscles as well as on improving their functioning and more acceptable esthetic appearance. Contemporary, the concept of a 1-staged removal of constrictions conducted as early as possible is widely accepted. Linear circumferential resection and closure rather than Z-plasties have been described as satisfactory in the literature. The release surgery will be safe on a condition that normal deep veins exist that can be decompressed by band removal. As already mentioned in Malone and Goodine (2018) there is no enlargement of edema after birth or extensive removal of the skin excess and soft-tissue masses from the deformed limb with ABS. Amputation of a limb during childhood is a rare event that is consistently perceived as a catastrophe, first by the family and later on by the child. The principles required to create a stump capable of accepting a function-restoring prosthesis must therefore be fully understood. The patient must be managed by a
multidisciplinary team of professionals who work closely together (Griffet, 2018). Prosthetic use in children with lower limb loss fulfils the appearance, provides early ambulation and adapts the child to home life and social participation through appropriate activity training (Ülger and Şener, 2011).

Children are special. Their rehabilitation requirements are different from those of an adult. Children’s prostheses must allow some kind of growth adjustments. Children are extremely active, so the component used must be robust; at the same time, follow-up and repair services must be reliably available. Among the “soft factors” of treatment, the prosthesis as well as the fitting process must be enjoyable for the child to get the child to use the prosthesis. The objective of treatment here was achieved successfully, the child could fully reintegrate into his routine activity—schooling, cycling, and playing football. Only then we will be able to help the child to grow up without complexes and inhibitions into a happy individual (O’Keeffe and Rout, 2019).

CONCLUSION

Orthopaedic management of ABS starts after birth and it is focused on decompression of nerves, vessels, and muscles as well as on improving their functioning and more acceptable aesthetic appearance. We did an acute releasing surgery of congenital constriction bands with Z-plasty incision and have a good results, also we could avoid morbidity to the patient, provide more acceptable aesthetic appearance. We also performed below knee amputation procedure and applied prosthetic of below knee patellar tendon bearing. We achieved a good outcome in patient activity daily living and ambulation.
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